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MPOA Long Range Planning Committee 

Meeting Notes 

Wednesday, May 4, 2022 

 

 

Meeting was held in person at the pool and via zoom, in attendance were: Daryl Borgquist, 

Chairman, Orris Hambleton, Kirk Armstrong, Kathy Ott Walter, Bradford Dyjak, MPOA 

Administrator. Also in attendance were MPOA Maintenance Superintendent David Weaver, 

Family Entertainment Center General Manager Stefan Peric, and property owner Joan Hart.  

Mary Cook joined via zoom as did a couple of residents. Ken Mitzkovitz, Henry Moncure, and 

Wayne Ford were unable to join. 

 

The agenda included onsite examination of the pool in light of January 2022 pool survey results 

and comments. 

 

General Condition of the Pool Building. The current pool building is in generally poor 

condition. Roof and walls will last until the building is replaced in a few years, and walls are 

more durable than the roof and considered to be in fair to good condition for original 

construction. But bathrooms will need new tile this year to make them more habitable for the 

next couple of seasons.  

 

Pool Pump Room. The room is about 10’ x 15’ and very tight. Pool heater is located outside the 

back wall because it cannot be accommodated in the room. Main pool pump was serviced and 

impellers replaced over the winter. Main pool pump motor was replaced with spare. Spare pump 

is being serviced now in case installed pump motor fails. Iron pool piping is about 30 years old 

and in need of replacement. Maintenance funds to replace large piping needs to be added to the 

budget, 5” PVC piping from the iron mains to filter system may need to be replaced if the main 

pipes are replaced. Maintenance has no such pipe or spare fittings on hand. The pipes and fitting 

are a more unusual size and may be hard to obtain.  

 

Maintenance is very concerned that a major repair will be required and the pool could be done 

for a week or more. There is a separate pump and small filter for the children’s pool jumbled in 

with the other equipment. Recommendation is for MPOA to add money to the operational and 

capital budget for these things, so that we are prepared to make an emergency repair. Major 

repairs can be done after the 2022 pool season. Electrical service and cut-off boxes have been 

replaced over the years due to exposure from pool chemicals, so are in pretty good condition. 

Repairs to the pool pump room and improvement of the equipment make sense for the operation 

of the pool and because they can all be used in the new pool building. 

 

Black Bear Ice Cream Shop. The committee got a good look at how tight the Black Bear Ice 

Cream shop is. We looked at the old pool grill area at the end of the building which is currently 

being used for storage, but the storage area is limited because of old non-supporting walls that 

have been there for more than 10 years. The committee recommended removal of the 

unnecessary walls to give more room for the Black Bear Ice Cream Shop. Removing the walls 

would require minimal staff time since limited electric wiring or water pipes are involved. Since 

the shop will be offering more food items, the room is desperately needed. 
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Pool size and condition.  We have a concrete pool. Some repair of tiles around edge is planned 

this year or next. The life of a maintained concrete pool is about 50 to 70 years, ours is about 30 

years old, so another couple of decades before replacement would be required. The original pool 

from the 1970s was kidney-shaped and was replaced by the current pool in 1992. 

 

Deck Area. There are about 120 chaise lounges, 30 chairs, 3 round picnic table, and 4 

rectangular picnic tables. One of the outcomes of the survey was more shaded area for eating. 

We discussed installing sun shade from current pergola to some of the open area for this season. 

This can be done via rope and adding one pole with minimal cost. Also recommended a couple 

more tables and more chairs. Deck area can be expanded in a future year to accommodate more 

people. 

 

Children’s Area. We considered ways to increase use of the children’s area. Pool is maybe not 

the best use of the space as children would enjoy a splash pad and maybe a toadstool water 

fountain. We discussed how the current pipes and drains could accommodate the change. More 

investigation will be required, so planning will begin for future upgrades. 

 

ADA Access to pool via the Back Gate. We spent quite a bit of time looking at the back access 

and how to make changes. The small building just outside the gate where pool chemicals are 

stored can be moved easily off of the pavement to make more room. The larger building can be 

moved back into the trees or further back towards the parking lot along the back fence to make 

room for two parking spots. Also the current road can we widened on the right from Peak Drive 

to make another spot.  

 

Maintenance says the larger building can be disassembled and rebuilt. The T-111 and some 

inside studs and all of the sill plates will need to be replaced. The Marlins Swim Team has a 

storage area at the back of the larger building that will also have to be moved. If the building is 

moved back into the trees there is a dead tree and limbs which need to be removed. (After our 

onsite survey the tree crew happened to be onsite and removed the dead limbs, etc.) Moving the 

building will require locating any utilities, but that is fairly simple and does not cost anything. 

Cost of moving the building will be low. Biggest costs will be installing new concrete pad for 

large building, perhaps one for smaller building, and adding pavement for two spots and wider 

driveway.  

 

This project is not dependent upon rebuilding pool building and should be considered separately. 

This can and the committee recommends should be done sooner to address access issues for 

ADA and emergency services.  For this season, staff indicated at least one ADA accessible space 

will be added to the existing open yard adjacent to the gate access driveway.   

 

Pool Guest Passes/Marlins. We briefly discussed pool guest passes costs for homeowners and 

guest fee charges. Proposed guest pass charges by staff are $300 and $325. There was some 

consensus among those present for $300, but more consensus for raising the fees so that 

increased revenue comes from the actual users of the pool not homeowners. There was 

consensus for offering pool passes to the Marlins Swim Team members who reside outside of 

Massanutten in order to have more access to lifeguards. 
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After hours access for lane swimming. We briefly discussed ways to make the pool available 

to more people. Reviewed the swim at own risk pool that Great Eastern operates in the Regal 

Vista area. While we cannot install a fob system this year, we could evaluate keeping someone 

on the staff an hour later or someone earlier in the morning for a couple of hours. Will depend 

upon availability of staffing in a tight labor market, but may not be possible this year. 

 

Initial Observations on rebuilding of MPOA Pool Building. The most obvious things to 

consider are the increased number of residents since the building was built and need for much 

larger size. The current width of the building is only about 15’ and needs to be much wider. The 

bathrooms need to be larger to accommodate more people and should include locker area. The 

pool pump room needs to be a least double its current size to accommodate servicing and better 

piping. The current piping is very tight with little flexibility to remove and service the filters. 

There needs to be more room to separate out the main pool pump and filters and the children’s 

pool pump and filters. The main electric box should be in a separate room outside the pump 

room to prevent exposure and damage from the pool chemicals.  

 

The Black Bear Ice Cream shop needs to be larger. A second floor on a future building would be 

a near level walk from the upper parking area which would make for easy access for any meeting 

rooms on a second level. A deck built out from the building towards the pool especially with a 

roof over the deck would make for a safe area from lightning and add more shade on the deck 

area.   

 

While the replacement of the building is currently planned in 2026 under the 5-year Capital 

Outlay Schedule, the cost estimate of $139,654 only includes a replacement of the building as a 

single story with similar footprint. Staff and the committee recommend adding funding for 2026 

to incorporate these additional, but necessary features into the complete project budget.  This 

initial review of preferred features and existing maintenance obligations will allow for upfront 

planning and design work over the next year to prepare for the replacement.   

 

The regular meeting time of the Long Range Planning Committee is the First Wednesday of 

every month. The committee does meet regularly. Meetings typically are scheduled for about an 

hour. Next meeting will be Wednesday, June 1, 2022. 

 

 


